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2High Energy Physics
One of the holy grails of HEP is the full 

simulation of scattering processes at colliders
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|⟨X(T ) |U(T, − T ) |pp(−T )⟩ |2

e.g. start with two protons (pp) at time -T
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…then evolve to time T
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…and then perform a measurement at time T

|⟨X(T ) |U(T, − T ) |pp(−T )⟩ |2
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in many ways by the Standard Model of particle physics
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The theory governing all of this is quantum field theory
…and the quantum field theory of nature is well-approximated 

in many ways by the Standard Model of particle physics

A key feature of QFTs is that every spacetime point has 
quantum degrees of freedom (thus a field)

Image credit: http://lpc-clermont.in2p3.fr/IMG/theorie/LQCD2.jpg Image credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feynman_diagram

Two traditional approaches:

Lattice
Perturbation theory

http://lpc-clermont.in2p3.fr/IMG/theorie/LQCD2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feynman_diagram
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The theory governing all of this is quantum field theory
…and the quantum field theory of nature is well-approximated 

in many ways by the Standard Model of particle physics

A key feature of QFTs is that every spacetime point has 
quantum degrees of freedom (thus a field)

Image credit: http://lpc-clermont.in2p3.fr/IMG/theorie/LQCD2.jpg Image credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feynman_diagram

Two traditional approaches:

Lattice
Perturbation theory

Pro: Full theory

Con: Dynamics are too hard
(already using supercomputers)

Pro: Can do high-
energy dynamics

Con: An approximation
…and combinatorially many diagrams

http://lpc-clermont.in2p3.fr/IMG/theorie/LQCD2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feynman_diagram
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Pioneering work by S. Jordan, K. Lee and J. Preskill* 
showed that it is possible to simulate the time evolution 

of a QFT in polynomial time on a quantum computer.

*Science 336 (2012) 1130, 1111.3633

Our group studies hybrid strategies for approaching 
QFTs that make the best use of lattice methods and 

perturbation theory.  Along the way, we have 
developed a suite of error mitigation protocols. 
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PIs: 
Ben Nachman 
Bert de Jong (CRD) 
Christian Bauer

(screen shot from a 
recent group meeting!)
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Our group explores two inter-related topics

Quantum algorithms for 
quantum field theory 

function is represented through a splitting matrix. For example, the fermion splitting matrix is

Pi!j�(✓) |fii hfj| (outer product of a ket and bra gives a matrix). When there is more than one

emission during the evolution, this matrix formalism is insufficient and one must compute the full

amplitude for which there are O(2N) possible histories [see Methods].

We propose an efficient solution by keeping track of amplitudes and not probabilities using

quantum computer. A quantum circuit implementing the quantum final state radiation algorithm

for one of N steps is given by the following diagram:

|pi / R
(m) p p U

(m)
p R

(m)†

|hi / Uh h

|ei U
(m)
e e

|n�i /

Ucount

n�

Uh|nai / na

|nbi / nb

The circuit calls for six registers, which are are detailed in the Methods and summarized

in Tables 1 and 2. The initial state of |pi consists of nI particles (which can be fermions or

bosons) in the f1/2 basis. One starts by rotating this initial particle state from the f1/2 basis to

a diagonal fa/b basis, using a simple unitary R
(m) operation discussed in the Methods. Then, a

series of operations evolving the particles states are applied: the number of particles of each type

are counted (Ucount), Sudakov factors are used to determine if an emission occurred (U (m)
e ), given

an emission, a particular particle is chosen to radiate/branch (Uh), and the resulting particle state

6

Error mitigation for near term 
quantum computers

Resource E�cient Zero Noise Extrapolation with Identity Insertions

Andre He,1, ú Benjamin Nachman,1, † Wibe A. de Jong,2, ‡ and Christian W. Bauer1, §

1Physics Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2Computational Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

(Dated: March 25, 2020)

In addition to readout errors, two-qubit gate noise is the main challenge for complex quantum
algorithms on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers. These errors are a significant
challenge for making accurate calculations for quantum chemistry, nuclear physics, high energy
physics, and other emerging scientific and industrial applications. There are two proposals for
mitigating two-qubit gate errors: error-correcting codes and zero-noise extrapolation. This paper
focuses on the latter, studying it in detail and proposing modifications to existing approaches. In
particular, we propose a random identity insertion method (RIIM) that can achieve competitive
asymptotic accuracy with far fewer gates than the traditional fixed identity insertion method (FIIM).
For example, correcting the leading order depolarizing gate noise requires ncnot + 2 gates for RIIM
instead of 3ncnot gates for FIIM. This significant resource saving may enable more accurate results
for state-of-the-art calculations on near term quantum hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gate and readout errors currently limit the e�cacy of
moderately deep circuits on existing noisy intermediate-
scale quantum (NISQ) computers [1]. Readout errors can
be mitigated with unfolding techniques [2]. Two-qubit
gates are the most important source of gate noise and the
most basic two-qubit gate is the controlled not operation
(‘cnot’). One strategy for mitigating these errors is to
build in error correcting components into the quantum
circuit. Quantum error correction [3–7] is non-trivial
because qubits cannot be cloned [8–10]. As a result, there
is a significant overhead in the additional number of qubits
and gates requires to make a circuit error-detecting or
error-correcting. This has been demonstrated for simple
quantum circuits [11–20], but is currently infeasible for
current qubit counts and moderately deep circuits.

Another strategy for mitigating multigate errors is to
find a way to vary the size of the error, measure the result
at various values of the error, and then extrapolate to the
zero-error result (Zero Noise Extrapolation or ZNE). With
hardware level control of qubit operations, one can enlarge
the size of the errors by the gate operation time [21].
Such precise hardware level control, however, is often
not feasible. Instead, one can try to increase the error
algorithmically by modifying the circuit operations. If
the noise model is known, one can insert random Pauli
gates to a circuit [22]. For Hamiltonian evolution with
some general assumptions on the noise, one can rescale
time [23] to amplify the noise by a desired amount. An
approach that does not require knowledge of the noise
model is to replace the ith

cnot with

ri = 2ni + 1 (1)

ú andrehe@lbl.gov
† bpnachman@lbl.gov
‡ wadejong@lbl.gov
§ cwbauer@lbl.gov

cnot gates, for ni Ø 0. The focus here is on the cnot,
but the method generalizes to any unitary operation with
arbitrary U†U insertions for unitary operation U . Iden-
tity insertion is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since cnot

2 is the
identity, the addition of an even number of cnot oper-
ations should not change the circuit output, but does
amplify the noise. When ni = n for all i, this is the
fixed identity insertion method (FIIM). The application
of FIIM was first proposed in Ref. [24] using a linear fit
and an exponential fits were studied in Ref. [25]. Linear
superpositions of enlarged noise circuits were also studied
in Ref. [23], which will be similar to our results on higher
order fit ZNE with FIIM. One challenge with FIIM is that
it requires a large number of gates. We propose a new
solution to this challenge by promoting the ni from Eq. 1
to random variables to construct the random identity
insertion method (RIIM).

|0Í • • U4

|0Í U1 U2 U3

¿

2n1 + 1 2n2 + 1
• · · · • • · · · • U4

U1 · · · U2 · · · U3

FIG. 1. An illustration of identity insertion for a generic
controlled unitary operation with two qubits. The Ui represent
unitary matrices and the ni are non-negative integers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
linear ZNE in the presence of depolarizing noise. The
RIIM technique is introduced in Sec. III. The potential of
non-linear fits is discussed in Sec. IV. Sections V and VI
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Today, we will talk about more 
recent work in this area, but this 
article was about our work on 
“parton showers” published in 

PRL this year and also featured 
in Nature Reviews Physics 

B. Nachman, D. Provasoli, W. de Jong, 
C. Bauer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 (2021) 062001

I. Georgescu, Nature Rev. Physics 3 (2021) 73
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Proposals for ab initio calculations use lattice methods. 

Let’s say we digitize our fields into n𝜙 values and 
have N lattice points in each of the d directions

(and digitize the field values to make the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space finite)

Then, our Hilbert space is n𝜙 (N
d) - dimensional

On a quantum computer, we will need O(Nd log(n𝜙)) qubits.
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Proposals for ab initio calculations use lattice methods. 

Let’s say we digitize our fields into n𝜙 values and 
have N lattice points in each of the d directions

(and digitize the field values to make the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space finite)

17QFT on a Quantum Computer

Then, our Hilbert space is n𝜙 (N
d) - dimensional

On a quantum computer, we will need O(Nd log(n𝜙)) qubits.

n𝜙 = 8
n𝜙 = 8

n𝜙 = 8
N = 3, d = 1



Let’s put in some numbers.  

Discretization and finite volume effects introduce 
UV/IR cutoffs.  If the smallest lattice spacing is Δ, 
then the approximation of the continuum theory is 

good only when E is above ~ 1/NΔ and below ~1/Δ.
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On a quantum computer, we will need O(Nd log(n𝜙)) qubits.

If we want to cover all of the relevant dynamics at 
the LHC; 10 MeV - 7 TeV, this means N ~ O(106)

(smallest resolvable transverse momentum between hadrons - beam energy)
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then the approximation of the continuum theory is 
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19QFT on a Quantum Computer

On a quantum computer, we will need O(Nd log(n𝜙)) qubits.

If we want to cover all of the relevant dynamics at 
the LHC; 10 MeV - 7 TeV, this means N ~ O(106)

(smallest resolvable transverse momentum between hadrons - beam energy)

~1018 qubits may be 
more than we will have in 

our lifetime… 



20Solution: hybrid approach

Let’s use perturbation theory to cover the highest energies, 
which would otherwise need the finest lattice spacings.

We can then try to identify objects in the theory that we 
could try to calculate using quantum computers.

σ = H ⊗ J1 ⊗ … ⊗ Jn ⊗ S

For hadronic jet physics at the LHC, the cross 
section factorizes* into a “hard component”, 

“collinear components” and “soft components”. 

*The formal structure for this is Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) which C. Bauer co-created many years ago



21Solution: hybrid approach

Let’s use perturbation theory to cover the highest energies, 
which would otherwise need the finest lattice spacings.

We can then try to identify objects in the theory that we 
could try to calculate using quantum computers.

σ = H ⊗ J1 ⊗ … ⊗ Jn ⊗ S

For hadronic jet physics at the LHC, the cross 
section factorizes* into a “hard component”, 

“collinear components” and “soft components”. 

We don’t need the full dynamic range of 
the LHC, so can use far fewer qubits …  

~millions or billions of qubits may be 
possible in the not-to-distant future 

*The formal structure for this is Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) which C. Bauer co-created many years ago
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σ = H ⊗ J1 ⊗ … ⊗ Jn ⊗ S

High-energy particles do not contribute to dynamics 
- they are instead modeled as static charges.

2

energy dynamics from first principles.
In this paper we show that this is indeed possible by

using e↵ective field theories (EFTs) which have been de-
signed to reproduce the desired long distance physics.
(For work on simulating EFTs not related to collider
physics, see [22–27]). The dynamics of these EFTs can
then be simulated directly and from first principles on a
quantum computer. Since the energy range that needs
to be simulated is much smaller than that of the full the-
ory, the resource requirements are orders of magnitudes
smaller than those required to simulate the full theory.
Additionally, the EFT simplifies the description of the
initial and final state and significantly reduces the re-
source requirements of their implementation. For exam-
ple, consider an observable measured on two jets, each
with an energy of O(1TeV) and an invariant mass of
O(50GeV). Even restricting ourselves to observables in-
sensitive to hadronization, a generic observable of the
momenta of final state particles in the full theory re-
quires a simulation of the range 1GeV . E . 2TeV.
As we discuss below, the EFT only needs to capture
1GeV . E . 50GeV. The number of qubits re-
quired to simulate the EFT is smaller by a factor of
(2000/50)3 ⇡ 105, and this factor increases rapidly as
the range of the full theory is increased.

The EFT relevant for hadronic jet physics is Soft-
Collinear E↵ective Theory (SCET) [28–31]. Using this
EFT, a typical cross section describing a physical ob-
servable at the LHC can be factorized into separate
pieces [32–35]

� = H ⌦ J1 ⌦ · · ·⌦ Jn ⌦ S . (5)

Here H denotes a coe�cient describing the short dis-
tance physics which can be computed reliably in standard
perturbation theory, while Ji and S denote squares of
matrix elements of operators in SCET. The jet function
Ji denotes physics arising from collinear degrees of free-
dom that all have small momentum relative to each other
(while moving collectively with a large energy), with the
di↵erent jet functions completely decoupled from one an-
other. The soft function S denotes physics arising from
soft degrees of freedom, which all have small absolute
momentum (in the frame of the collider). These ma-
trix elements describe the transition of a simple initial
state produced in the short distance interaction H into
a final state, with the dynamics described by the EFT
Hamiltonian. The final states that arise can contain a
large number of particles. State of the art techniques use
operator renormalization to compute the overall scale de-
pendence of the jet and soft functions, and then compute
the relevant matrix elements perturbatively, such that
the e↵ects arising from the high multiplicity final states
or hadronization can not be properly included. Classical
lattice techniques are also not suitable for the compu-
tation of matrix elements of SCET operators, since the
long-distance dynamics is governed by massless modes

which are inherently Minkowskian in nature. Having a
simulation of the dynamics of SCET (or a di↵erent EFT
for other problems) will allow for a full non-perturbative
calculation of any matrix elements.
The EFT reproduces the full theory result up to power

corrections, whose size depends on the kinematics of the
process studied. For many observables of interest, these
power corrections are considerably smaller than the per-
turbative corrections present in either the full theory or
EFT matrix elements.
Since individual jet functions do not interact with one

another, their dynamics can be simulated in the refer-
ence frame where all particles have small absolute mo-
mentum [36, 37]. This requires simulating the dynamics
of the original field theory (with any degrees of freedom
that only contribute to short distance e↵ects removed),
but with a much smaller energy range required to be sim-
ulated. To achieve this on a Quantum Computer, one
needs a setup very similar to that for the full theory, but
reliable calculations can be achieved with much coarser
lattices than those one would need for a simulation of the
full theory.
In the soft function, on the other hand, the energetic

particles no longer contribute to the dynamics of the the-
ory. Instead, their e↵ect is captured by a so-called Wilson
line, which describes the interaction of a charge moving
along a fixed world-line with the bath of soft degrees of
freedom. The physics underlying this observation is that
soft particles cannot change the direction of energetic
particles in a meaningful way. This implies that ener-
getic particles can be included in the EFT as a static
object (Wilson line) described by the relevant quantum
numbers (charge, color, etc.) moving along a fixed world
line along a light-like direction. Matrix elements in the
soft theory therefore need to compute the dynamics of a
Hamiltonian describing the soft bath of particles in the
presence of such Wilson lines. For gauge theories, such as
those describing the three fundamental forces contained
in the Standard Model, Wilson lines are given by path
ordered exponentials of the relevant gauge fields [31]

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds n·A(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (6)

Here A
µ is the soft gauge field and n

µ describes the di-
rection of the light-like direction n

µ = (1,n) with n2 = 1
such that nµn

µ = 0. Thus, the gauge field is evaluated
on a path going from the origin to spatial infinity along
the world-line characterized by the direction n

µ. The
dynamics of the soft gauge field is described by its full
theory Hamiltonian.
The soft function for a process containing two ener-

getic particles of zero total charge moving back-to-back
requires two Wilson lines, Yn for the particle moving in
the n direction and Y

†
n̄ for the antiparticle moving in the

n̄
µ = (1,�n) direction. The matrix elements required in

where n is a light-like direction and A is the soft gauge field.

C. Bauer, M. Freytsis, BPN, 2102.05044

“Wilson Line”
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where n is a light-like direction and A is the soft gauge field.

3

the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx

1

2

⇣
�̇
2
� �@

2
�

⌘
,

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds �(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (8)

In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
ig �x

2n0X

i=n0

�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
�ig �x

n0X

i=0

�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2

n�

, (11)

where

!̄ =
1

N

X

i

!i , !i =
2

�x

����sin
pi �x

2

���� . (12)

For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].

The matrix elements for the soft sector are
X = final state, Ω = ground state 

C. Bauer, M. Freytsis, BPN, 2102.05044

Soft Physics on a Quantum Computer

2

energy dynamics from first principles.
In this paper we show that this is indeed possible by

using e↵ective field theories (EFTs) which have been de-
signed to reproduce the desired long distance physics.
(For work on simulating EFTs not related to collider
physics, see [22–27]). The dynamics of these EFTs can
then be simulated directly and from first principles on a
quantum computer. Since the energy range that needs
to be simulated is much smaller than that of the full the-
ory, the resource requirements are orders of magnitudes
smaller than those required to simulate the full theory.
Additionally, the EFT simplifies the description of the
initial and final state and significantly reduces the re-
source requirements of their implementation. For exam-
ple, consider an observable measured on two jets, each
with an energy of O(1TeV) and an invariant mass of
O(50GeV). Even restricting ourselves to observables in-
sensitive to hadronization, a generic observable of the
momenta of final state particles in the full theory re-
quires a simulation of the range 1GeV . E . 2TeV.
As we discuss below, the EFT only needs to capture
1GeV . E . 50GeV. The number of qubits re-
quired to simulate the EFT is smaller by a factor of
(2000/50)3 ⇡ 105, and this factor increases rapidly as
the range of the full theory is increased.

The EFT relevant for hadronic jet physics is Soft-
Collinear E↵ective Theory (SCET) [28–31]. Using this
EFT, a typical cross section describing a physical ob-
servable at the LHC can be factorized into separate
pieces [32–35]

� = H ⌦ J1 ⌦ · · ·⌦ Jn ⌦ S . (5)

Here H denotes a coe�cient describing the short dis-
tance physics which can be computed reliably in standard
perturbation theory, while Ji and S denote squares of
matrix elements of operators in SCET. The jet function
Ji denotes physics arising from collinear degrees of free-
dom that all have small momentum relative to each other
(while moving collectively with a large energy), with the
di↵erent jet functions completely decoupled from one an-
other. The soft function S denotes physics arising from
soft degrees of freedom, which all have small absolute
momentum (in the frame of the collider). These ma-
trix elements describe the transition of a simple initial
state produced in the short distance interaction H into
a final state, with the dynamics described by the EFT
Hamiltonian. The final states that arise can contain a
large number of particles. State of the art techniques use
operator renormalization to compute the overall scale de-
pendence of the jet and soft functions, and then compute
the relevant matrix elements perturbatively, such that
the e↵ects arising from the high multiplicity final states
or hadronization can not be properly included. Classical
lattice techniques are also not suitable for the compu-
tation of matrix elements of SCET operators, since the
long-distance dynamics is governed by massless modes

which are inherently Minkowskian in nature. Having a
simulation of the dynamics of SCET (or a di↵erent EFT
for other problems) will allow for a full non-perturbative
calculation of any matrix elements.
The EFT reproduces the full theory result up to power

corrections, whose size depends on the kinematics of the
process studied. For many observables of interest, these
power corrections are considerably smaller than the per-
turbative corrections present in either the full theory or
EFT matrix elements.
Since individual jet functions do not interact with one

another, their dynamics can be simulated in the refer-
ence frame where all particles have small absolute mo-
mentum [36, 37]. This requires simulating the dynamics
of the original field theory (with any degrees of freedom
that only contribute to short distance e↵ects removed),
but with a much smaller energy range required to be sim-
ulated. To achieve this on a Quantum Computer, one
needs a setup very similar to that for the full theory, but
reliable calculations can be achieved with much coarser
lattices than those one would need for a simulation of the
full theory.
In the soft function, on the other hand, the energetic

particles no longer contribute to the dynamics of the the-
ory. Instead, their e↵ect is captured by a so-called Wilson
line, which describes the interaction of a charge moving
along a fixed world-line with the bath of soft degrees of
freedom. The physics underlying this observation is that
soft particles cannot change the direction of energetic
particles in a meaningful way. This implies that ener-
getic particles can be included in the EFT as a static
object (Wilson line) described by the relevant quantum
numbers (charge, color, etc.) moving along a fixed world
line along a light-like direction. Matrix elements in the
soft theory therefore need to compute the dynamics of a
Hamiltonian describing the soft bath of particles in the
presence of such Wilson lines. For gauge theories, such as
those describing the three fundamental forces contained
in the Standard Model, Wilson lines are given by path
ordered exponentials of the relevant gauge fields [31]

Yn = Pexp
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0
ds n·A(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (6)

Here A
µ is the soft gauge field and n

µ describes the di-
rection of the light-like direction n

µ = (1,n) with n2 = 1
such that nµn

µ = 0. Thus, the gauge field is evaluated
on a path going from the origin to spatial infinity along
the world-line characterized by the direction n

µ. The
dynamics of the soft gauge field is described by its full
theory Hamiltonian.
The soft function for a process containing two ener-

getic particles of zero total charge moving back-to-back
requires two Wilson lines, Yn for the particle moving in
the n direction and Y

†
n̄ for the antiparticle moving in the

n̄
µ = (1,�n) direction. The matrix elements required in

“Wilson Line”
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Our goal is the Standard Model, but given current resources, 
let’s consider a simplified problem: 1+1 dimension and a 

massless scalar theory instead of a gauge theory.

Clearly, some of the complexity is lost, 
but many salient features remain.

3

the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx

1

2

⇣
�̇
2
� �@

2
�

⌘
,

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds �(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (8)

In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
ig �x

2n0X

i=n0

�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
�ig �x

n0X

i=0

�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2

n�

, (11)

where

!̄ =
1

N

X

i

!i , !i =
2

�x

����sin
pi �x

2

���� . (12)

For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].

A key issue in 1+1 is that there are no transverse directions, so there are no collinear safe observables.  

C. Bauer, M. Freytsis, BPN, 2102.05044
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3

the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx
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In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
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where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp
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Y
†
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"
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�xi(t = n0 � xi)
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, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1
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, (11)

where
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].

Simplified Model on a Lattice
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the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx
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In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
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where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
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2. Due
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where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
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= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by
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In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]
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where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].

The spatial derivative term uses finite differences. 
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the soft sector are given by
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where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
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In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
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where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
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We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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the soft sector are given by
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where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.
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To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e

�iH n0�x exp
⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0

� �x0

�⇤
(13)

⇥ e
iH�x exp
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�x2n0�1 � �x1

�⇤

⇥ · · ·⇥ e
iH�x exp

⇥
ig �x

�
�xn0

� �xn0

�⇤
,

where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i

���
2
,

(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount
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We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
ig �x
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�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
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�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2

n�

, (11)

where

!̄ =
1

N

X
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!i , !i =
2
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����sin
pi �x

2

���� . (12)

For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e

�iH n0�x exp
⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0

� �x0

�⇤
(13)
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,

where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i

���
2
,

(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount
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the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx

1

2

⇣
�̇
2
� �@

2
�

⌘
,

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds �(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (8)

In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
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�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
�ig �x

n0X

i=0

�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2
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, (11)

where

!̄ =
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e

�iH n0�x exp
⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0

� �x0

�⇤
(13)
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where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i
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2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i
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2
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(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount
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the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx
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Yn = Pexp
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In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
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where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
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2 and [r2
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�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as
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,

Y
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where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡
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, (11)

where
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For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e
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where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i

���
2
,

(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount

Time-ordered 
product 

3

the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx

1

2

⇣
�̇
2
� �@

2
�

⌘
,

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds �(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (8)

In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
ig �x

2n0X

i=n0

�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
�ig �x

n0X

i=0

�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2

n�

, (11)

where

!̄ =
1

N

X

i

!i , !i =
2

�x

����sin
pi �x

2

���� . (12)

For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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4

To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e

�iH n0�x exp
⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0

� �x0

�⇤
(13)

⇥ e
iH�x exp

⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0�1 � �x1

�⇤

⇥ · · ·⇥ e
iH�x exp

⇥
ig �x

�
�xn0

� �xn0

�⇤
,

where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i

���
2
,

(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount

Inverse state 
preparation

3

the soft sector are given by

hX|T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ]|⌦i , (7)

where T denotes the time-ordering operator, |⌦i denotes
the ground state of a Hilbert space containing only the
gauge degree of freedom, and |Xi is the final state. If re-
producing multi-particle weakly coupled final states, |Xi

will contain a fixed number of gauge momentum modes
with given momenta kµ

i
. To compute the soft function for

a given observable one needs to sum over all possible final
states that can contribute to this observable. Traditional
perturbative calculations [38–44] can only compute these
matrix elements for final states |Xi containing a small
number of particles and at low order in perturbation the-
ory, since the complexity of the calculation increases fac-
torially with the power of the coupling constant g. They
therefore do not compute the full matrix element for a
given observable, but only a perturbative approximation.
For large coupling constants, which is the relevant case
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at low energies,
such perturbative calculations can give rise to large un-
certainties.

Simulating the full dynamics of the field theory would
provide the full non-perturbative result for the soft ma-
trix element. To evaluate the matrix element on a quan-
tum computer one first needs to define circuits that per-
form time evolution of the system, as well as circuits that
can create and measure the ground and exited states of
the theory. In addition, one needs to create circuits that
can correctly interleave the implementation of nonlocal
Wilson line operators with the evolution of the system to
reproduce their time-ordered product.

In the following we discuss how to compute matrix el-
ements of Wilson line operators Yn analogous to Eq. (7),
but for a massless scalar, rather than gauge, theory. The
EFT is insensitive to the precise origin of the Wilson
lines, but a particualy straightforward realization would
result from a pair of highly-energetic fermions coupled
to massless scalars through a Yukawa coupling. When
constructing the explicit circuit we also limit ourselves
to (1+1) dimensions, mainly to restrict the quantum re-
sources required such that it can be implemented on cur-
rently existing hardware. This allows us to omit some
technical complications that arise when dealing with
gauge theories (gauge transformations, the existence of
unphysical polarizations, etc.), while capturing all the
resulting simplification of working within an EFT.

To be precise, we consider a massless field theory in
(1+1) dimensions with Hamiltonian and Wilson lines de-
fined by

H =

Z
dx

1

2

⇣
�̇
2
� �@

2
�

⌘
,

Yn = Pexp


ig

Z 1

0
ds �(xµ = n

µ
s)

�
. (8)

In the Supplemental Material, we discuss how working in
(1+1) dimensions gives rise to several e↵ects not present
in higher dimensions, and how these generalize to higher
dimensions.
We discretize the position x into an odd number of

lattice points, labeling the positions by x0, . . . , xN�1. To
eliminate the zero-momentum mode of the theory, we
impose twisted boundary conditions [45–48]. The result
is a theory defined at discrete positions x and momenta
p given by xi = xmin + i �x and pi = pmin + i �p with
xmin = �(N�1) �x /2, pmin = �⇡/ �x and �p = 2⇡/N �x,
Writing �i ⌘ �(xi), the twisted boundary conditions cor-
respond to the condition �i+N = ��i. The Hamiltonian
becomes [5]

H =
�x

2

N�1X

i=0

h
�̇
2
i
� �i [r

2
�]j

i
, (9)

where the lattice operator r
2 is defined through its ac-

tion on a field as [r2
�]i = (2�i ��i�1 ��i+1)/ �x

2. Due
to the twisted boundary conditions [r2

�]0 = (2�0 +
�N�1 � �1)/ �x

2 and [r2
�]N�1 = (2�N�1 � �N�2 +

�0)/ �x
2. The Wilson line operators can be written as

Yn = Pexp

"
ig �x

2n0X

i=n0

�xi(t = xi � n0)

#
,

Y
†
n̄ = Pexp

"
�ig �x

n0X

i=0

�xi(t = n0 � xi)

#
, (10)

where n0 = (N � 1)/2 denotes the point at the center of
the lattice.

We represent the field theory through the field val-
ues at each lattice position, and in order to describe the
theory on a digital quantum computer one needs to dig-
itize the continuous field value at each lattice point [8].
Choosing nQ qubits per lattice site allows for n� ⌘ 2nQ

di↵erent field values. For each lattice point, the possible

field values are chosen to be by �
(k)
i

= ��max+k ��, with
�� = 2�max/(n��1). The value of �max has to be chosen
to optimize the digitized description, which for free fields
is accomplished by

�max =
1

p
�x !̄

s
⇡

2

(n� � 1)2

n�

, (11)

where

!̄ =
1

N

X

i

!i , !i =
2

�x

����sin
pi �x

2

���� . (12)

For !̄ = 1, as is the case for a single lattice site with ! =
1, corresponding to a single harmonic oscillator, Eq. (11)
reproduces the empirical numerical values obtained in [8].
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IBM Q Manhattan (65 superconducting qubits) 

N = 3 sites, n𝜙 = 4 (so 2 qubits per lattice site)

With only 3 lattice sites, the matrix 
element simplifies significantly - all time 

evolution cancels out:

4

To implement the Wilson line operator we first rewrite
the time-ordered product of the two Wilson lines as

T[Yn Y
†
n̄ ] = e

�iH n0�x exp
⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0

� �x0

�⇤
(13)

⇥ e
iH�x exp

⇥
ig �x

�
�x2n0�1 � �x1

�⇤

⇥ · · ·⇥ e
iH�x exp

⇥
ig �x

�
�xn0

� �xn0

�⇤
,

where we have used the time translation operator to
make the time dependence on the field operators explicit.
Thus, the Wilson line operator consists of a sequence of
time-evolution operators for a time interval correspond-
ing to the lattice spacing and exponentials of the field
operator. The last time evolution evolves the state back
from the largest time to which the Wilson lines can be
sensibly evolved, namely tmax = n0 �x, to t = 0 at which
all states are defined.

Ultimately, to make contact with the continuum field
theory any such simulation will have to be performed on
a series of increasing lattices, and the result extrapolated
to the N ! 1, �x ! 0 limit. Any parameters of the the-
ory present in the continuum must be suitably matched
for this procedure to yield meaningful results. For lo-
cal terms in the Hamiltonian, this procedure is discussed
in detail in [5]. Dealing with a massless theory simpli-
fies this procedure since only local interactions (of which
in the present case there are none) need to be matched.
However, the EFT will also require the matching of Wil-
son line operators, which is complicated by their non-
local nature and sensitivity to total lattice size, as dis-
cussed in the Supplemental Materials. In this letter, we
work at fixed lattice size and we leave the detailed inves-
tigation of these issues to future work.

The implementation of the exponential of the field op-
erator, as well as the time evolution operator, follows
the discussion in [8] and uses the fact that the digitized

field �
(k)
i

can be written in terms of sums of �z opera-
tors. This implies that the exponential of products of
fields �i can be implemented through combinations of
CNOT gates and RZ rotations [6–8]. The exponential of
the conjugate operator �̇

2 can be implemented by tak-
ing a quantum Fourier transformation of the exponential
of the operator �

2. These can then be combined via
the Suzuki–Trotter formula [49–51]. For details, see the
Supplemental Materials. The initial ground state of the
scalar field theory is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-
tion, which can be created using the approach of Kitaev
and Webb (KW) [52]. To identify states of definite multi-
plicity and momentum in |Xi one can follow the general
ideas laid out in [1, 5].

Our quantum circuit has been implemented in
Qiskit [53] and is available from the authors upon re-
quest. In this first exploratory paper we compute the
foundational quantities, namely

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2

(14)

for |Xi = |⌦i and |Xi = |pii, the one-particle momentum
eigenstates of the theory. It should be noted that these
quantities are not infrared (IR) safe, and will therefore
depend on the IR scale in the problem, the lattice size L.
However, as discussed in more detail in the Supplemental
Materials, there is no non-trivial IR safe observable that
can be defined in (1+1) dimensions, and these transition
rates are therefore representative quantities of what can
be computed in this theory.

The quantum circuit for this measurement can be rep-
resented as

|l0i /

U⌦ UY U
†
X

|. . .i /

|lN�1i /

where |lni denotes the register of qubits for the n
th lat-

tice site. This creates the multivariate Gaussian vacuum
state from the initial state with all qubits zero using U⌦,
acts on this vacuum with the time ordered product of
the two Wilson lines using UY , and finally applies the in-
verse of the state preparation of state |Xi. The details of
these various circuits can be found in the Supplementary
Material.
For our numerical results, we work with an N = 3 site

lattice with spacing �x = 1. With only 3 lattice sites, the
Wilson line operator simplifies to

YX =
���hX|T[Yn Y

†
n̄ ]|⌦i

���
2
=

���hX|e
ig�x(�x2��x0)|⌦i

���
2
,

(15)

since all time evolution operators act on the initial or fi-
nal eigenstate of the Hamiltonian only and can therefore
be neglected as contributing an overall phase. In Fig. 1
we show the dependence of the expectation values YX

on the coupling g for nQ = 2 qubits per lattice site for
di↵erent final states, and compare them against the ana-
lytical results, shown by black lines. Results are given for
both a quantum simulation and from the 65-qubit IMBQ
Manhattan quantum computer. The operators for imple-
menting all states are exact, as the resources for doing so
on a small lattice are modest. On a larger lattice approx-
imate methods, such as KW ground state approximation
and the excited state preparation techniques of [5] will be
necessary; the e↵ect of such approximations is presented
in the Supplementary Material.
Errors in the quantum circuits, especially readout er-

rors and CNOT gate errors are quite large on existing
hardware. As discussed in the Supplemental Materials,
the exponential of the field operator at a given position
requires only nQ single qubit gates, such that the opera-
tor in Eq. (15) requires no CNOT gates. For nQ = 2, he
state preparation requires 6 CNOT gates for gates. Note
that for more than 3 lattice sites the time evolution op-
erator is required, which requires a much larger amount

(this is because all time evolution operators act 
on initial or final eigenstate of Hamiltonian) 
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FIG. 1. Result of transition rates from the valuum of the
Wilson line for 3 lattice sites and nQ = 2 qubits per site
to the vacuum and the lowest-lying single excited state. The
solid lines shows the analytical result with no field digitization
while the dashed lines represents the result from a quantum
simulator of our circuit. The black data points show the re-
sult from the 65-qubit IBMQ Manhattan quantum computer,
corrected both for readout errors and CNOT gate errors. We
only show result from the Manhattan computer for X = ⌦,
since the circuit to measure the excited state was too deep to
give reliable results.

of gates, although the resulting circuits are known. For
example, even for 3 lattice sites the standard implemen-
tation of a single Trotter step of our Hamiltonian re-
quires 60 CNOT gates. We have applied both readout
error mitigation as described in [54] as well as CNOT
gate noise mitigation [55]. For more details, including
References [56–77], see the Supplemental Materials. One
can see that the digitized result with 2 qubits per lattice
site di↵ers from the analytic calculation by up to 10%.
This would be reduced to at most 1.5% by adding just a
single qubit per lattice site, since the resulting digitiza-
tion errors fall exponentially with the number of qubits.
The quantum computer reproduces the simulated result
to about 5% accuracy.

In conclusion, EFT are well known to be able to
describe the low energy dynamics of field theories
and, through short distance, perturbatively computable
matching coe�cients, can be used to describe the dynam-
ics of a full underlying quantum field theory. We have
argued that the dynamics of a low energy EFT can be
simulated with significantly smaller quantum resources
than the dynamics of the corresponding full theory. In
SCET the interactions of highly energetic particles with
soft particles of low energy are described through op-
erators containing Wilson lines, and we have shown in
detail how the dynamics of an analogous scalar soft the-
ory can be described using quantum algorithms. Using
Wilson lines of free scalar fields in (1+1) dimension, we
have computed the simplest matrix elements in this soft
theory, namely the transition matrix elements from the

vacuum to itself and the lowest-lying excited states of two
Wilson lines in opposite directions, using 3 lattice sites.
We have compared the computations on a quantum com-
puter to analytical results that can be obtained for this
simple theory. Using only 2 qubits per lattice we obtain
results within 10% of the analytical result, and by using
noise-mitigation techniques, uncertainties due to running
on present-day hardware can be reduced to about 5%.
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FIG. 1. The fractional error in the 15 lowest-lying eigenstates on an N = 3 lattice. The dependence on the number of qubits
per lattice site is shown for nQ = 2 (orange), nQ = 3 (green), and nQ = 4 (blue). The upper (lower) part of the plot displays
eigenvalues greater (smaller) than their undigitized values. For nQ = 3, all 2 particles states are already reproduced at better
than 1% accuracy. (If modes with & 10% deviations from their continuum values are excluded, this increases to all 5 particle
states.) The exponential improvement with number of qubits per site is clearly visible.

FIG. 2. The e↵ect of field digitization on transition rates in the presence of the Wilson line for N = 3. The blue solid lines are
the analytical result for transitions to the vacuum (⌦) and the lowest-lying one one-particle state (p1). Digitization limits the
number of states the field can take on for nQ = 1 (red) to 2,nQ = 2 (orange) to 4 and nQ = 3 green to 8. In each case, the
exact ground state is digitized and evolved.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE NON-LOCAL NATURE OF WILSON LINES SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
IN (1+1) DIMENSIONS

The two Wilson lines Yn and Y
†
n̄ describe how the dynamical soft degrees of freedom in the e↵ective theory (bosons

in our case) interact with the fermions that move at the speed of light through the system. These Wilson lines contain
an integral over the scalar fields along the world lines of the fermions, going from point 0 to 1 along the directions
n
µ = (1,n) and n̄

µ = (1,�n), and are therefore non-local in nature, with the non-locality extending all the way
to infinity. This non-locality along the light-like directions gives rise to the well known collinear singularities in the
matrix elements. An important consequence of the non-local nature of the operators and their infinite extent is that
their lattice implementation necessarily makes them directly sensitive to the lattice volume L and separation �x. The
fact that the Wilson lines can only extend up to the edge of the lattice provides a regulator for the angle between the
momentum of bosons and the direction n, in addition to the IR regulator on the energy of each boson.

As we will now show, this fact gives rise to mixed IR–UV divergences in the lattice definition of the Wilson line

Converges quickly!
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FIG. 1. Result of transition rates from the valuum of the
Wilson line for 3 lattice sites and nQ = 2 qubits per site
to the vacuum and the lowest-lying single excited state. The
solid lines shows the analytical result with no field digitization
while the dashed lines represents the result from a quantum
simulator of our circuit. The black data points show the re-
sult from the 65-qubit IBMQ Manhattan quantum computer,
corrected both for readout errors and CNOT gate errors. We
only show result from the Manhattan computer for X = ⌦,
since the circuit to measure the excited state was too deep to
give reliable results.

of gates, although the resulting circuits are known. For
example, even for 3 lattice sites the standard implemen-
tation of a single Trotter step of our Hamiltonian re-
quires 60 CNOT gates. We have applied both readout
error mitigation as described in [54] as well as CNOT
gate noise mitigation [55]. For more details, including
References [56–77], see the Supplemental Materials. One
can see that the digitized result with 2 qubits per lattice
site di↵ers from the analytic calculation by up to 10%.
This would be reduced to at most 1.5% by adding just a
single qubit per lattice site, since the resulting digitiza-
tion errors fall exponentially with the number of qubits.
The quantum computer reproduces the simulated result
to about 5% accuracy.

In conclusion, EFT are well known to be able to
describe the low energy dynamics of field theories
and, through short distance, perturbatively computable
matching coe�cients, can be used to describe the dynam-
ics of a full underlying quantum field theory. We have
argued that the dynamics of a low energy EFT can be
simulated with significantly smaller quantum resources
than the dynamics of the corresponding full theory. In
SCET the interactions of highly energetic particles with
soft particles of low energy are described through op-
erators containing Wilson lines, and we have shown in
detail how the dynamics of an analogous scalar soft the-
ory can be described using quantum algorithms. Using
Wilson lines of free scalar fields in (1+1) dimension, we
have computed the simplest matrix elements in this soft
theory, namely the transition matrix elements from the

vacuum to itself and the lowest-lying excited states of two
Wilson lines in opposite directions, using 3 lattice sites.
We have compared the computations on a quantum com-
puter to analytical results that can be obtained for this
simple theory. Using only 2 qubits per lattice we obtain
results within 10% of the analytical result, and by using
noise-mitigation techniques, uncertainties due to running
on present-day hardware can be reduced to about 5%.
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FIG. 1. Result of transition rates from the valuum of the
Wilson line for 3 lattice sites and nQ = 2 qubits per site
to the vacuum and the lowest-lying single excited state. The
solid lines shows the analytical result with no field digitization
while the dashed lines represents the result from a quantum
simulator of our circuit. The black data points show the re-
sult from the 65-qubit IBMQ Manhattan quantum computer,
corrected both for readout errors and CNOT gate errors. We
only show result from the Manhattan computer for X = ⌦,
since the circuit to measure the excited state was too deep to
give reliable results.

of gates, although the resulting circuits are known. For
example, even for 3 lattice sites the standard implemen-
tation of a single Trotter step of our Hamiltonian re-
quires 60 CNOT gates. We have applied both readout
error mitigation as described in [54] as well as CNOT
gate noise mitigation [55]. For more details, including
References [56–77], see the Supplemental Materials. One
can see that the digitized result with 2 qubits per lattice
site di↵ers from the analytic calculation by up to 10%.
This would be reduced to at most 1.5% by adding just a
single qubit per lattice site, since the resulting digitiza-
tion errors fall exponentially with the number of qubits.
The quantum computer reproduces the simulated result
to about 5% accuracy.

In conclusion, EFT are well known to be able to
describe the low energy dynamics of field theories
and, through short distance, perturbatively computable
matching coe�cients, can be used to describe the dynam-
ics of a full underlying quantum field theory. We have
argued that the dynamics of a low energy EFT can be
simulated with significantly smaller quantum resources
than the dynamics of the corresponding full theory. In
SCET the interactions of highly energetic particles with
soft particles of low energy are described through op-
erators containing Wilson lines, and we have shown in
detail how the dynamics of an analogous scalar soft the-
ory can be described using quantum algorithms. Using
Wilson lines of free scalar fields in (1+1) dimension, we
have computed the simplest matrix elements in this soft
theory, namely the transition matrix elements from the

vacuum to itself and the lowest-lying excited states of two
Wilson lines in opposite directions, using 3 lattice sites.
We have compared the computations on a quantum com-
puter to analytical results that can be obtained for this
simple theory. Using only 2 qubits per lattice we obtain
results within 10% of the analytical result, and by using
noise-mitigation techniques, uncertainties due to running
on present-day hardware can be reduced to about 5%.
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On a quantum computer, 
the state may be 1 but 

readout as a 0, etc.

For n qubits, there is a  
2n x 2n transition matrix.

HEP has proposed many 
solutions to this problem!

…and we call them 
unfolding
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Now that we have defined the circuit block Bi for one
step, we can construct the circuit for the full evolution for
N steps. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The last
operation on the ancillary qubit, labeled with a |0i, cor-
responds to measuring the ancillary qubit and proceeding
to the next step only if we measure |0i. If we measure in-
stead the ancillary qubit to be in the |1i state, the circuit
evolution is interrupted and we start all over again. As
we will see in an explicit example later, accepting only
the states where the ancillary qubit is in the |0i state
selects the correct interferences between physical states,
where all the amplitudes are positive. The state with
the ancillary qubit in the state |1i would give the lin-
ear superposition of the amplitudes with a negative sign,
unlike Eq. (1). Now that the ancillary qubit has been
measured, it can be reused for the next step, which ex-
plains the previous assertion that only a single ancillary
qubit is necessary.

|�N i . . . Bn

. . . . . .

|�2i B2 . . .

|�1i B1 . . .

|si
B1 B2

. . .

Bn
|ai |0i |0i . . . |0i

FIG. 4. The full quantum circuit written in terms of the single
steps Bi. The last operation on the ancillary qubit, labeled
with a |0i, corresponds to measuring the ancillary qubit and
proceeding to the next step only if we measure |0i.

In general the probability of the spin to flip and the
probabilities of the path to go left or right depend on the
evolution variable, meaning the matrices UF , UA,# and
UA," are di↵erent at each step. At the end of the circuit
evolution, we measure the physical state | N,N i (we have
already measured the ancillary qubit) and we record the
output. This way we sampled the distribution of physical
final states and generated one event. This corresponds,
in our tree notation, to reaching a final tree leaf with
definite spin.

B. Circuit Evolution

We explicitly compute the circuit evolution for two
steps. For simplicity, we start the spin qubit in the |0i
state, such that the initial state is

| 0,2i = |0i |0i |00i . (9)

After B1 is applied the state is evolved to

1
p
2
[ cos(✓F ) cos(✓#) (|0i+ |1i) |0i |00i

+ cos(✓F ) sin(✓#) (|0i+ |1i) |0i |10i (10)

+ sin(✓F ) (|0i � |1i) |1i |00i] .

The negative sign in the last line of the above equations
shows that |ai = |1i encodes the di↵erence instead of the
sum of amplitudes. Performing the conditional measure-
ment on the ancillary qubit we find

| 1,2i =
1
p
2
[cos(✓F ) cos(✓#) |0i |0i |00i (11)

+ cos(✓F ) sin(✓#) |0i |0i |10i

+ sin(✓F ) |0i |1i |00i] .

Applying the second circuit block (B2 plus the condi-
tional measurement) we obtain

| 2,2i =
1

2

h �
cos2(✓#) cos

2(✓F ) + sin2(✓F )
�
|0i |0i |00i

+ . . .
i
, (12)

where the amplitudes for the remaining leaves do not
have multiple terms as is the case with the displayed leaf
amplitude. Physically, this corresponds to the fact that
there are two ways to reach the leaf |0i |00i: always going
right and either never swapping trees or swapping twice.
If we go to a higher number of steps or if we start the
fermion in a superposition of the |0i and |1i states, the
number of interferences grows very quickly. To compute
the probability of measuring an eigenstate we square the
appropriate amplitude and we multiply it by a factor of
2N (which equals 4 in this case). The latter is necessary
because the factor of 1

(
p
2)N

in front of the final state is

not physical, but is the result of applying N Hadamard
gates and selecting to keep only the states we want with
the conditional measurement we apply to the ancillary
qubit at each step.

C. Quantum Complexity

We now want to show that the above quantum circuit
can generate one event in polynomial time, meaning the
number of standard quantum gates employed grows poly-
nomially with the number of steps. Each step in the cir-
cuit consist of a constant number of gates. To determine
the complexity of the quantum circuit we have to find
how many times, on average, we must run a circuit block
to generate one event. If we are simulating N steps we
must run N circuit blocks and after each block we must
measure the ancillary qubit to be in the |0i state. For a
sequence of N measurements on one qubit there are 2N

possible outcomes, meaning we would have to run ⇠ 2N

circuit block on average to obtain one event. However,
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Particles produced in high energy collisions that are charged under one of the fundamental forces
will radiate proportionally to their charge, such as photon radiation from electrons in quantum
electrodynamics. Realistic simulations of such collisions in collider- or cosmic-based high energy
physics require an accurate model of this final state radiation pattern. When the charge is large,
the radiation pattern is a complex, many-body quantum system. Classical Markov Chain Monte
Carlo approaches work well to capture many of the salient features of the shower of radiation, but
cannot capture all quantum e↵ects. This is particularly true when additionally the gauge group is
non-Abelian, as is the case for quantum chromodynamics. We show how quantum algorithms are
well-suited for describing the quantum properties of final state radiation. In particular, we develop
a polynomial time quantum final state shower procedure. The algorithm is explicitly demonstrated
for a simplified quantum field theory on a quantum computer. With future advances in quantum
computing hardware, our algorithm will be able to improve precision calculations for many high
energy physics measurements.

|�ii

While quantum computers hold great promise for
e�ciently solving classical problems such as querying
databases [? ] or factoring integers into primes [? ],
their most natural application is to describe inherently
quantum physical systems [? ]. The most direct connec-
tion between quantum systems and quantum computers
occurs for analog circuits that try to mimic the evolution
of a Hamiltonian as closely as possible [? ]. However,
some physical systems are too complex or have too many
degrees of freedom to model with a quantum circuit in
the near future. For example, this is true for a generic
quantum field theory, where there are both continuous
quantum numbers as well as an infinite number of de-
grees of freedom. While tools have been developed to
model quantum field theories by discretizing spacetime [?
] and even including continuous quantum numbers [? ],
the number of quantum bits (or their continuous analog)
required to compute any relevant scattering amplitude is
impractically large.

A promising alternative to analog circuits are digital
quantum circuits, which use quantum algorithms to de-
scribe inherently quantum physical systems without di-
rectly implementing the system’s Hamiltonian. Such a
scheme has already been applied to a simple quantum
field theory on the lattice [? ]. The dynamics of high
energy scattering processes, however, are too complex
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for lattice methods, as are methods based on traditional
perturbative theory if the number of final state particles
becomes too large. A successful approach to simulating
these dynamics is known as the parton shower [? ], which
relies on reorganizing the perturbative expansion to ex-
pand around the collinear and soft limit of emissions.
This leads to di↵erent series expansions where each term
includes infinitely many terms in the original ↵s series ex-
pansion, and is the basis of parton shower Monte Carlo
(MC) programs [? ? ? ? ], which are the main compo-
nent of high energy quark and gluon scattering simula-
tion.

Parton shower programs are implemented using classi-
cal MC Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithms to e�ciently
generate high multiplicity radiation patterns. This re-
liance on classical MCMC algorithms implies that several
quantum interference e↵ects need to be neglected. For
showers describing emissions in the strong interaction,
this means that showers can only be implemented in the
limit of large number of colors (NC = 3 ! 1). While an
impressive research e↵ort to include subleading color ef-
fects exists [? ? ? ], there is a fundamental limitation in
the ability of MCMC methods to e�ciently capture this
physics. For showers describing the electroweak interac-
tions [? ], interference e↵ects can arise because physically
distinct particles can have related interactions, such that
amplitudes which di↵er in their intermediate particles
can interfere with one another. An important examples
is the interference of amplitudes involving intermediate
Z bosons and photons.

Our primary motivation is to develop a quantum cir-
cuit for describing the quantum properties of parton
showers. In this work, we consider interference e↵ects
in showers that have interference from di↵erent interme-
diate particles, using a simplified model that captures
these e↵ects without having to introduce the full com-
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We have proposed to use HEP 
unfolding techniques to correct 

quantum computer readout errors.
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with more naïve methods (!)
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possible observed state. By construction, E[N̂|ijÍ] = N|ijÍ.
One can show that the variance of the counts after readout
correction are given by (for details, see Appendix A)

Var[N̂|ijÍ] = N|ijÍ

3
1 ≠

N|ijÍ

N

4
+ �Var[N̂|ijÍ] (1)

with

�Var[N̂|00Í] = q0N|10Í + q1N|01Í + O(q2)
�Var[N̂|11Í] = (q0 + q1) N|11Í + O(q2) (2)

In particular, if N = N|11Í (i.e. the other states have zero
true counts), one finds Var[N̂|00Í] = 0, while Var[N̂|11Í] ”=
0, for non-vanishing qi. On the other hand, if N =
N|00Í, both Var[N̂|00Í] = 0 and Var[N̂|11Í] = 0 vanish.
This suggests that if one is trying to measure a state
dominated by |11Í, it would be more e�ective to first
invert 0 ¡ 1, perform the measurement, and then swap
back the classical bits afterward.

The readout rebalancing protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1.
First, the probability mass function over states p(x) is
estimated using a small fraction of the total number of
intended measurements. Then, a rule is used to determine
which qubits should be flipped prior to being measured,
with the goal of switching those qubits that are predomi-
nantly in the |1Í state. There are multiple possible rules,
and in this paper we use a simple and e�ective approach.
In this approach one first computes ÈqiÍ, the average value
for each qubit i. If this value is greater than 0.5, the qubit
i is set to be flipped and otherwise it is untouched. A
modified circuit is then prepared where single qubit X
gates are applied at the end of the circuit to the qubits
set to be flipped. Using this modified circuit one then
performs the intended measurements. These data are
corrected for readout errors (more on this below) and
then post-processed with classical X gates to undo the
quantum X gates.

As stated earlier, the reason that the readout rebal-
ancing protocol is expected to be e�ective is that errors
are asymmetric. While we are not aware of other pro-
posals for biased (circuit-specific) rebalancing, Google
AI Quantum [44] (through its software Cirq [46]) and
Rigetti (through its software pyQuil [45]) have proposed
symmetric rebalancing whereby the result from a circuit
is averaged with a version of its complement that uses
some pre-determined (non-state-specific) set of X gates.
This approach improves the fidelity of qubits that are
mostly in the one state, but it degrades the performance
of measuring states where a qubit is mostly in the zero
state. We will compare to a version of symmeterized read-
out where measurements are averaged using a nominal
circuit and a circuit with all X gates.

There are many options for readout error corrections,
indicated by R≠1 in Fig. 1. Let m and t represent the
raw and true probability mass functions of the state, re-
spectively. Furthermore, Rij = Pr(m = i|t = j) is an

|0Í

Ucircuit R≠1

|0Í

|0Í

|0Í

|0Í

|0Í
`̆

|0Í

Ucircuit

X

R≠1

X

|0Í

|0Í

|0Í

|0Í X X

|0Í

FIG. 1. An illustration of the Readout Rebalancing protocol.
Here Ucircuit represents the state preparation that must hap-
pen for each measurement, and the readout error mitigation
represented by an inverted response matrix R≠1 (in practice,
a more sophisticated readout error mitigation scheme may be
used) is performed on an ensemble of measured states. From
the measured values of the qubits of the first circuit which
uses a small fraction of the total number of runs one then
determines which qubits have ÈqiÍ > 0.5 and should therefore
be flipped (the first and fifth in our example). One then runs
the remaining large fraction of the runs on the modified second
circuit.

estimate of the response matrix. The simplest readout
error correction approach is simply t̂matrix = R≠1t. For a
variety of reasons, this may be suboptimal and so multi-
ple alternative methods have been proposed [39, 47, 48].
In this paper, we will use Iterative Bayesian Unfolding
(IBU) [49–51] as described in the context of quantum
computing in Ref. [39]. This iterative procedure starts
with t̂0

i = Pr(m = i) = 1/2nqubits and then

t̂n+1
i =

ÿ

j

Pr(t = i|m = j) ◊ mj (3)

=
ÿ

h

Rjit̂n
iq

k Rjk t̂n
k

◊ mj . (4)

We will use 100 iterations and label t̂ © t̂100, but the
results do not depend strongly on this number.

The next session will illustrate readout rebalancing for
several example states by combining it with IBU.

We are still actively 
developing methods to 
reduce readout errors.

For example, note that 
Pr(1 → 0) > Pr(0 → 1).  

One can apply a simple 
“rebalancing” in order 
to improve precision.  
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observables simultaneously on a complex phase space.
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measurement corrections.  Matrix inversion is insufficient.
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Mitigating errors is a significant challenge for near term quantum computers. One of the most
important sources of errors is related to the readout of the quantum state into a classical bit stream.
A variety of techniques have been proposed to mitigate these errors with post-hoc corrections.
We propose a complementary scheme to actively reduce readout errors on a shot-by-shot basis by
encoding single qubits, immediately prior to readout, into multi-qubit states. The computational
resources of our technique are independent of the circuit depth and fully compatible with current
hardware error rates and connectivity. We analyze the potential of our approach using two types
of error-correcting codes and, as a proof of principle, demonstrate an 80% improvement in readout
error on the IBMQ Mumbai quantum computer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers are promising tools to solve many
computationally intractable scientific and industrial prob-
lems. However, existing noisy intermediate-scale quantum
(NISQ) computers [1] su�er from significant errors that
must be mitigated before obtaining useful results. These
errors can be categorized as initialization, state prepara-
tion, or readout errors. Initialization errors, which often
arise from thermal noise, lead to residual entropy in the
starting state of the system. State preparation errors
result from mis-calibrated quantum gates and unintended
couplings with the environment. The focus of this paper
is readout errors, which result from decoherence during
measurement and from the overlapping support between
the measured physical quantities that correspond to the
|0Í and |1Í states. Readout errors can be significant and
even dominate the error budget for relatively shallow
quantum circuits.

A number of strategies have recently been proposed
for mitigating readout errors which rely on classical,
post-processing techniques. A particularly common
scheme involves measuring a response matrix Rij =
Pr(measure i|true state is j) and then performing regu-
larized matrix inversion on the output distribution [2–6].
However, this scheme requires characterizing, at worst,
an exponentially large matrix, and inverting the response
matrix may su�er from numerical instabilities [2]. More
fundamentally, such passive methods can only reduce
the bias from readout errors on average, rather than cor-
recting individual errors on a shot-by-shot basis [7–11].
Thus, they cannot be applied to tasks where obtaining
individual output states—not expectation values—is de-
sired, including random circuit sampling [12, 13], prime
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factorization [14], and high energy physics simulations
[15].

A more powerful strategy for correcting individual er-
rors, during but not limited to readout, is based on the
celebrated framework of quantum error correction (QEC).
The core idea behind QEC is to embed the logical state
into non-local degrees of freedom, such that local errors
that a�ect only a few degrees of freedom can be isolated
and corrected [16–18]. To utilize this protection for quan-
tum processing, operations on the logical state must also
be encoded and, crucially, be able to withstand a low rate
of physical errors; this is the hallmark of fault tolerant
quantum computation. While individual aspects of er-
ror correction / fault tolerance have been demonstrated
on small-scale experiments [19–29], performing full fault
tolerant computation imposes stringent technical require-
ments which are infeasible for near-term devices [30, 31].
Moreover, unless all components of a computation are
implemented fault tolerantly, the encoding is likely to
have little e�ect on or even worsen the computational
outcome compared to a direct, unencoded implementa-
tion. Finding loopholes to this “all-or-nothing” outlook

|0Í U R≠1

`̆

|0Í U •
R≠1

|0Í

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the active readout error
mitigation protocol for a single qubit and a quantum circuit
represented by the unitary operation U . (Top) In passive
readout error mitigation, the qubit is read out directly and
classical post-prossing (box with R≠1) is applied to reduce the
bias in readout errors. (Bottom) In active error correction,
the qubit is encoded before readout in a non-local state. The
encoding circuit shown implements the 2-qubit repetition code,
which enables error detection but not correction.
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We have developed a new protocol for exactly this purpose!

2108.12432 : Hot off the press - posted earlier this week!
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and encode the qubits before they are measured into
a bigger multiqubit array. This encoding is analogous
to conventional strategies for quantum error correction,
but with two important distinctions. First, in the case
of readout error mitigation, one is only concerned with
bit-flip errors in the computational basis since phase-flip
errors do not a�ect the measured distribution. Second,
the encoding is performed after state preparation rather
than at the beginning of the circuit. These simplifications
allow us to circumvent the significant space and gate
overhead typically associated with full quantum error
correction.

The simplest version of active readout error mitigation
is based on the two-qubit repetition code. As depicted
in Fig. 1, each qubit is entangled with a unique partner
qubit using a single cnot gate (though other fully entan-
gling gates could also be employed). Without errors, the
measured outcomes are either 00 or 11, whereas with a
single bit-flip error, the measured outcomes become 01 or
10; single qubit readout errors can thus be detected but
not corrected. A natural extension of this encoding is to
introduce a second ancilla qubit and entangle it with the
original qubit (Fig. 3). This forms a three-qubit repetition
code and allows for the correction of single qubit readout
errors — i.e. by taking the majority vote among the three
qubit — or the detection of two-qubit readout errors. We
henceforth refer to these encodings as the (2,1) and (3,1)
codes, where the notation (n, k) indicates that n physical
qubits are required to encode k logical qubits.

By design, these encodings o�er substantial protection
against readout errors; nevertheless, they remain suscepti-
ble to certain gate errors that occur during the encoding
circuit. For example, the single cnot gate in the two-
qubit encoding may lead to a correlated bit-flip error on
both of the qubits, resulting in a spurious measurement
outcome despite error detection. In general, if the av-
erage two-qubit error rate is ‘, one expects an e�ective
readout error rate of qe� ¥ –‘, where – is an order-one
constant that depends on specific protocol (e.g. two-qubit
vs. three-qubit, and error detection vs. correction), as well
as the error model for the entangling gates. We confirm
this scaling for a symmetric depolarizing noise model via
analytical results in Sec. III and numerical simulations in
Sec. IV. Active readout error mitigation is thus beneficial

|0Í U R≠1

`̆

|0Í U • •

R≠1|0Í

|0Í

FIG. 3. An illustration of the repetition (3,1) code, which
enables both error detection and error correction.

Encoding (n, k) Det. or E�. error rate Discarded
cor.? q-dependence – measurements?

Repetition
code

(2,1)
(3,1)
(3,1)

det.
det.
cor.

≥ q2

≥ q3

≥ q2

1/4
1/4
3/4

Yes
Yes
No

Hamming
code

(7,4)
(7,4)
(8,4)
(8,4)

det.
cor.
det.

hybrid

≥ q3

≥ q2

≥ q4

≥ q3

1/4
7/8
1/4
1/4

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

TABLE I. Summary of the encoding schemes presented in this
work. The notation (n, k) indicates that n physical qubits
are required to encode k logical qubits. The e�ective error
rate Qe� [defined in Eq. (13)] scales non-linearly with the
nominal readout error rate q, and is linearly proportional
to the cnot error rate ‘ with a susceptibility – given by
Qe�/k ¥ –‘.

q3 : |0Í

U

• • •

R≠1

q5 : |0Í • • •

q6 : |0Í • • •

q7 : |0Í • • • •

q1 : |0Í •

q2 : |0Í •

q4 : |0Í •

q0 : |0Í

FIG. 4. Illustration of the encoding for the Hamming (8,4)
code. The first four qubits (indexed q3, q5, q6, q7) contain
logical state information while the remaining qubits are the
parity bits. For the Hamming (7,4) code we omit the last
parity bit (q0) and all gates connected to it, i.e. those within
the black dashed box.

whenever the two-qubit error rate is lower than the intrin-
sic readout error rate q. In practice, this condition is met
by many existing quantum devices, as depicted in Fig. 2
for Google Sycamore and a variety of IBMQ quantum
computers.

Generalizing our strategy, one may consider encoding
circuits for implementing arbitrary classical error correc-
tion codes. To do so, one would add ancilla qubits and
entangle them with the original qubits to generate a classi-
cal code in the computational basis, i.e. each bitstring on
the original qubits is mapped to an encoded bitstring on
the full set of qubits. To understand the tradeo�s of using
increasingly complex codes, we compare two families of
error encoding schemes: the aforementioned repetition
codes and two versions of the Hamming code—the (7,4)
and (8,4) codes—illustrated in Fig. 4. We test the perfor-
mance of these codes via numerical simulations in Sec. IV
and summarize their key di�erences in Table I. In partic-
ular, we find that both types of codes o�er comparable
levels of error mitigation, and the more important factor
for determining the e�ective error rate is whether error
detection or error correction is performed.

When readout errors 
are larger than gate 

errors (as is often the 
case), we can trade 

one for the other
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FIG. 8. A diagram of the IBMQ Mumbai computer layout,
where circles represent qubits and links represent qubits that
are connected. The qubits used for the measurement presented
in Fig. 10 are colored in black (logical qubits) and blue (coding
qubits). The readout errors are reported in the circles and the
two qubit errors are reported on links connecting the circles.
Error rates are reported from August 19, 2021.

7-qubit encoding and the 2-qubit encoding [Fig. 7(a)].
Analagous with the previous case, the error rates are
nearly equivalent for the two encodings except when ‘ π q,
in which case the scaling with q becomes relevant.

Finally, in Appendix D, we analyze an extended (8,4)
version of the Hamming code which includes an extra
ancilla qubit compared to the (7,4) code and has an in-
creased code distance of d = 4. Interestingly, there are
two natural circuits that lead to the same classical encod-
ing and di�er in the number of entangling gates. While
one would naively expect the circuit with the fewest gates
to have the lowest error rate, we find the opposite to be
true. This highlights the importance of designing encod-
ing circuits that are robust not only to readout errors,
but also to gate errors that occur during the encoding
circuit.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

This section demonstrates the experimental perfor-
mance of the repetition code on the IBMQ Mumbai
quantum computer. This computer has 27 qubits total,
arranged in a pattern depicted in Fig. 8. To demonstrate
the active readout error correction protocol, we construct
a 5 qubit sub-computer consisting of the five filled black
circles in Fig. 8 (corresponding to qubits 12-16 in the
computer’s labeling scheme). Due to the adjacency map
of connected qubits, we are unable to encode all qubits,
without adding extra Swap gates. Instead, the first (top
right filled black circle in Fig. 8), second, fourth and fifth
(counter-clockwise from the first) are encoded with the
(3,1) repetition code to improve the readout errors.

In Fig. 9, the e�ective readout error rates for the four
qubits are compared under three di�erent scenarios. First,
we measure the readout error rate with the encoding
circuit but without performing error mitigation (i.e. we
discard the measurements of the ancilla bits). As expected,

FIG. 9. The e�ective readout error for the first (top right
filled black circle in Fig. 8), second, fourth and fifth (counter-
clockwise from the first) are encoded with the (3,1) repetition
code to improve the readout errors. For each qubit, the left
(green) bar corresponds to the nominal circuit without any
additional cnots, the blue represents the circuit with the addi-
tional qubits and cnots without using them for correction, the
red shows the results with the active readout error correction,
and the orange shows the results with active readout error
detection. The bar height is the average over all 25 = 32 initial
states and the error bar represents the standard deviation.

this leads to an increase in the readout error rate relative
to that of the nominal circuit. Indeed, the observed
increase of ≥ 1% is consistent with the independently
measured rate of depolarizing errors (Fig. 8).

Second, we measure the e�ective error rate after per-
forming either error detection or correction. With either
scheme, we observe a substantial improvement in the er-
ror rate, e.g. dropping by a factor of five in the first two
qubits compared to the unencoded qubits. This indicates
that the suppression of readout errors due to the encoding
outweighs the errors introduced by the entangling gates
and is consistent with the relatively large readout error
rates for these qubits (Fig. 8).

A global picture of the subcomputer performance is
illustrated in Fig. 10. Even though only four of the five
qubits are encoded, the probability for a prepared state
to be correctly measured increases from about 75% to
more than 90% on average.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a scheme for active readout
error mitigation based on encoding the output state of
a quantum circuit via a classical error correcting code.
We showed that this approach generally provides signifi-
cant readout improvement on devices whose bare readout
error rate is comparable or larger than the error rate of
entangling gates.

More specifically, we introduced two forms of encoding
(the repetition code and the Hamming code) and analyzed
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FIG. 8. A diagram of the IBMQ Mumbai computer layout,
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in Fig. 10 are colored in black (logical qubits) and blue (coding
qubits). The readout errors are reported in the circles and the
two qubit errors are reported on links connecting the circles.
Error rates are reported from August 19, 2021.
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Analagous with the previous case, the error rates are
nearly equivalent for the two encodings except when ‘ π q,
in which case the scaling with q becomes relevant.

Finally, in Appendix D, we analyze an extended (8,4)
version of the Hamming code which includes an extra
ancilla qubit compared to the (7,4) code and has an in-
creased code distance of d = 4. Interestingly, there are
two natural circuits that lead to the same classical encod-
ing and di�er in the number of entangling gates. While
one would naively expect the circuit with the fewest gates
to have the lowest error rate, we find the opposite to be
true. This highlights the importance of designing encod-
ing circuits that are robust not only to readout errors,
but also to gate errors that occur during the encoding
circuit.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

This section demonstrates the experimental perfor-
mance of the repetition code on the IBMQ Mumbai
quantum computer. This computer has 27 qubits total,
arranged in a pattern depicted in Fig. 8. To demonstrate
the active readout error correction protocol, we construct
a 5 qubit sub-computer consisting of the five filled black
circles in Fig. 8 (corresponding to qubits 12-16 in the
computer’s labeling scheme). Due to the adjacency map
of connected qubits, we are unable to encode all qubits,
without adding extra Swap gates. Instead, the first (top
right filled black circle in Fig. 8), second, fourth and fifth
(counter-clockwise from the first) are encoded with the
(3,1) repetition code to improve the readout errors.

In Fig. 9, the e�ective readout error rates for the four
qubits are compared under three di�erent scenarios. First,
we measure the readout error rate with the encoding
circuit but without performing error mitigation (i.e. we
discard the measurements of the ancilla bits). As expected,

FIG. 9. The e�ective readout error for the first (top right
filled black circle in Fig. 8), second, fourth and fifth (counter-
clockwise from the first) are encoded with the (3,1) repetition
code to improve the readout errors. For each qubit, the left
(green) bar corresponds to the nominal circuit without any
additional cnots, the blue represents the circuit with the addi-
tional qubits and cnots without using them for correction, the
red shows the results with the active readout error correction,
and the orange shows the results with active readout error
detection. The bar height is the average over all 25 = 32 initial
states and the error bar represents the standard deviation.

this leads to an increase in the readout error rate relative
to that of the nominal circuit. Indeed, the observed
increase of ≥ 1% is consistent with the independently
measured rate of depolarizing errors (Fig. 8).

Second, we measure the e�ective error rate after per-
forming either error detection or correction. With either
scheme, we observe a substantial improvement in the er-
ror rate, e.g. dropping by a factor of five in the first two
qubits compared to the unencoded qubits. This indicates
that the suppression of readout errors due to the encoding
outweighs the errors introduced by the entangling gates
and is consistent with the relatively large readout error
rates for these qubits (Fig. 8).

A global picture of the subcomputer performance is
illustrated in Fig. 10. Even though only four of the five
qubits are encoded, the probability for a prepared state
to be correctly measured increases from about 75% to
more than 90% on average.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a scheme for active readout
error mitigation based on encoding the output state of
a quantum circuit via a classical error correcting code.
We showed that this approach generally provides signifi-
cant readout improvement on devices whose bare readout
error rate is comparable or larger than the error rate of
entangling gates.

More specifically, we introduced two forms of encoding
(the repetition code and the Hamming code) and analyzed
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In addition to readout errors, two-qubit gate noise is the main challenge for complex quantum
algorithms on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers. These errors are a significant
challenge for making accurate calculations for quantum chemistry, nuclear physics, high energy
physics, and other emerging scientific and industrial applications. There are two proposals for
mitigating two-qubit gate errors: error-correcting codes and zero-noise extrapolation. This paper
focuses on the latter, studying it in detail and proposing modifications to existing approaches. In
particular, we propose a random identity insertion method (RIIM) that can achieve competitive
asymptotic accuracy with far fewer gates than the traditional fixed identity insertion method (FIIM).
For example, correcting the leading order depolarizing gate noise requires ncnot + 2 gates for RIIM
instead of 3ncnot gates for FIIM. This significant resource saving may enable more accurate results
for state-of-the-art calculations on near term quantum hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gate and readout errors currently limit the e�cacy of
moderately deep circuits on existing noisy intermediate-
scale quantum (NISQ) computers [1]. Readout errors can
be mitigated with unfolding techniques [2]. Two-qubit
gates are the most important source of gate noise and the
most basic two-qubit gate is the controlled not operation
(‘cnot’). One strategy for mitigating these errors is to
build in error correcting components into the quantum
circuit. Quantum error correction [3–7] is non-trivial
because qubits cannot be cloned [8–10]. As a result, there
is a significant overhead in the additional number of qubits
and gates requires to make a circuit error-detecting or
error-correcting. This has been demonstrated for simple
quantum circuits [11–20], but is currently infeasible for
current qubit counts and moderately deep circuits.

Another strategy for mitigating multigate errors is to
find a way to vary the size of the error, measure the result
at various values of the error, and then extrapolate to the
zero-error result (Zero Noise Extrapolation or ZNE). With
hardware level control of qubit operations, one can enlarge
the size of the errors by the gate operation time [21].
Such precise hardware level control, however, is often
not feasible. Instead, one can try to increase the error
algorithmically by modifying the circuit operations. If
the noise model is known, one can insert random Pauli
gates to a circuit [22]. For Hamiltonian evolution with
some general assumptions on the noise, one can rescale
time [23] to amplify the noise by a desired amount. An
approach that does not require knowledge of the noise
model is to replace the ith

cnot with

ri = 2ni + 1 (1)
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cnot gates, for ni Ø 0. The focus here is on the cnot,
but the method generalizes to any unitary operation with
arbitrary U†U insertions for unitary operation U . Iden-
tity insertion is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since cnot

2 is the
identity, the addition of an even number of cnot oper-
ations should not change the circuit output, but does
amplify the noise. When ni = n for all i, this is the
fixed identity insertion method (FIIM). The application
of FIIM was first proposed in Ref. [24] using a linear fit
and an exponential fits were studied in Ref. [25]. Linear
superpositions of enlarged noise circuits were also studied
in Ref. [23], which will be similar to our results on higher
order fit ZNE with FIIM. One challenge with FIIM is that
it requires a large number of gates. We propose a new
solution to this challenge by promoting the ni from Eq. 1
to random variables to construct the random identity
insertion method (RIIM).

|0Í • • U4

|0Í U1 U2 U3

¿

2n1 + 1 2n2 + 1
• · · · • • · · · • U4

U1 · · · U2 · · · U3

FIG. 1. An illustration of identity insertion for a generic
controlled unitary operation with two qubits. The Ui represent
unitary matrices and the ni are non-negative integers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
linear ZNE in the presence of depolarizing noise. The
RIIM technique is introduced in Sec. III. The potential of
non-linear fits is discussed in Sec. IV. Sections V and VI

One common technique is Zero Noise Extrapolation
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zero-error result (Zero Noise Extrapolation or ZNE). With
hardware level control of qubit operations, one can enlarge
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Such precise hardware level control, however, is often
not feasible. Instead, one can try to increase the error
algorithmically by modifying the circuit operations. If
the noise model is known, one can insert random Pauli
gates to a circuit [22]. For Hamiltonian evolution with
some general assumptions on the noise, one can rescale
time [23] to amplify the noise by a desired amount. An
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cnot gates, for ni Ø 0. The focus here is on the cnot,
but the method generalizes to any unitary operation with
arbitrary U†U insertions for unitary operation U . Iden-
tity insertion is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since cnot

2 is the
identity, the addition of an even number of cnot oper-
ations should not change the circuit output, but does
amplify the noise. When ni = n for all i, this is the
fixed identity insertion method (FIIM). The application
of FIIM was first proposed in Ref. [24] using a linear fit
and an exponential fits were studied in Ref. [25]. Linear
superpositions of enlarged noise circuits were also studied
in Ref. [23], which will be similar to our results on higher
order fit ZNE with FIIM. One challenge with FIIM is that
it requires a large number of gates. We propose a new
solution to this challenge by promoting the ni from Eq. 1
to random variables to construct the random identity
insertion method (RIIM).
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U1 · · · U2 · · · U3

FIG. 1. An illustration of identity insertion for a generic
controlled unitary operation with two qubits. The Ui represent
unitary matrices and the ni are non-negative integers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
linear ZNE in the presence of depolarizing noise. The
RIIM technique is introduced in Sec. III. The potential of
non-linear fits is discussed in Sec. IV. Sections V and VI

One common technique is Zero Noise Extrapolation
Idea: replace each CNOT by 2n+1 CNOTs.  This doesn’t 

change the answer without noise, but systematically 
increases the noise.  Then, extrapolate to zero noise.

CNOT2 = Identity
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In addition to readout errors, two-qubit gate noise is the main challenge for complex quantum
algorithms on noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computers. These errors are a significant
challenge for making accurate calculations for quantum chemistry, nuclear physics, high energy
physics, and other emerging scientific and industrial applications. There are two proposals for
mitigating two-qubit gate errors: error-correcting codes and zero-noise extrapolation. This paper
focuses on the latter, studying it in detail and proposing modifications to existing approaches. In
particular, we propose a random identity insertion method (RIIM) that can achieve competitive
asymptotic accuracy with far fewer gates than the traditional fixed identity insertion method (FIIM).
For example, correcting the leading order depolarizing gate noise requires ncnot + 2 gates for RIIM
instead of 3ncnot gates for FIIM. This significant resource saving may enable more accurate results
for state-of-the-art calculations on near term quantum hardware.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gate and readout errors currently limit the e�cacy of
moderately deep circuits on existing noisy intermediate-
scale quantum (NISQ) computers [1]. Readout errors can
be mitigated with unfolding techniques [2]. Two-qubit
gates are the most important source of gate noise and the
most basic two-qubit gate is the controlled not operation
(‘cnot’). One strategy for mitigating these errors is to
build in error correcting components into the quantum
circuit. Quantum error correction [3–7] is non-trivial
because qubits cannot be cloned [8–10]. As a result, there
is a significant overhead in the additional number of qubits
and gates requires to make a circuit error-detecting or
error-correcting. This has been demonstrated for simple
quantum circuits [11–20], but is currently infeasible for
current qubit counts and moderately deep circuits.

Another strategy for mitigating multigate errors is to
find a way to vary the size of the error, measure the result
at various values of the error, and then extrapolate to the
zero-error result (Zero Noise Extrapolation or ZNE). With
hardware level control of qubit operations, one can enlarge
the size of the errors by the gate operation time [21].
Such precise hardware level control, however, is often
not feasible. Instead, one can try to increase the error
algorithmically by modifying the circuit operations. If
the noise model is known, one can insert random Pauli
gates to a circuit [22]. For Hamiltonian evolution with
some general assumptions on the noise, one can rescale
time [23] to amplify the noise by a desired amount. An
approach that does not require knowledge of the noise
model is to replace the ith

cnot with

ri = 2ni + 1 (1)

ú andrehe@lbl.gov
† bpnachman@lbl.gov
‡ wadejong@lbl.gov
§ cwbauer@lbl.gov

cnot gates, for ni Ø 0. The focus here is on the cnot,
but the method generalizes to any unitary operation with
arbitrary U†U insertions for unitary operation U . Iden-
tity insertion is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since cnot

2 is the
identity, the addition of an even number of cnot oper-
ations should not change the circuit output, but does
amplify the noise. When ni = n for all i, this is the
fixed identity insertion method (FIIM). The application
of FIIM was first proposed in Ref. [24] using a linear fit
and an exponential fits were studied in Ref. [25]. Linear
superpositions of enlarged noise circuits were also studied
in Ref. [23], which will be similar to our results on higher
order fit ZNE with FIIM. One challenge with FIIM is that
it requires a large number of gates. We propose a new
solution to this challenge by promoting the ni from Eq. 1
to random variables to construct the random identity
insertion method (RIIM).

|0Í • • U4

|0Í U1 U2 U3

¿

2n1 + 1 2n2 + 1
• · · · • • · · · • U4

U1 · · · U2 · · · U3

FIG. 1. An illustration of identity insertion for a generic
controlled unitary operation with two qubits. The Ui represent
unitary matrices and the ni are non-negative integers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
linear ZNE in the presence of depolarizing noise. The
RIIM technique is introduced in Sec. III. The potential of
non-linear fits is discussed in Sec. IV. Sections V and VI

We have explored a variety of methods that have different ni 
per gate.  When combined with other methods, this sets the 

state-of-the-art for moderately deep circuits.
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Correction order, n

Random

Deterministic
(Fixed)

Circuit with N 
noisy gates: 

traditional method 
needs (n+1) x N 
additional gates

Random method 
only needs n+1 

additional gates (!) 
A. He, BPN, W. de Jong, C. Bauer, PRA 102 (2020) 012426

One idea is to promote 
ni to a random variable
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• QFT
• Continue to push towards the Standard Model 

• Gauge theories on quantum computers 
• Multigaussian state preparation 

• Potential of quantum machine learning for HEP

θ1 θ0

θ2
θ3

θ4

• Error Mitigation
• Readout errors 

• Combine active and passive corrections 
• Gate errors 

• Reduce circuit complexity 
• Robustness from symmetry?

• Software-hardware interface
• Custom operations 

• Resetting qubits, repeated operations, qudits 
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(actually, it turns out we can eliminate  all 
of the CNOTs on the middle two qubits)

U3(θ,0,0) = RY(θ)

C. Bauer, M. Freytsis, BPN, 2102.05044


